
 

1.  Determining whether or not you’ll make a good patient advocate: 

In Chapter Three you’ll find a list of personality and personal attributes that advocates must have to 
be successful.  Let’s see how you stack up against those attributes: 

 a.  I am a people person.    Yes No 

 b.  I am a good listener.    Yes  No 

 c.  I am empathetic.    Yes  No 

 d.  I am ethical and trustworthy.    Yes  No 

 e.  I have patience.    Yes  No 

 f.  I am a creative problem solver and decision maker.  Yes   No 

 g.  I am a confident communicator.    Yes No 

 h.  I have a thick skin.    Yes No 

Scoring:   

If you circled NO for any of the attributes, then assess that missing attribute against its explanation in 
Chapter Three.  See if there is a way you can proceed to fill that gap. Some attributes will be easier 
than others to overcome (it’s easier to develop a thick skin than it is to become empathetic.)  

If you can determine with confidence that you have or can develop all these attributes – then move on 
to the next question about pursuing advocacy as a career.  If not, then patient advocacy is probably 
not for you. 

 

2.  Determining your advocacy skill and knowledge level 

Also in Chapter Three you’ll find a list of skills and knowledge you will need to be an effective 
advocate.  Unlike the personality traits, these can be learned through study.  The key is to figure out 
what you do know – vs – what you don’t know – and then to make a plan to fill that gap.   

Circle the skills you DO NOT have – as a way of identifying what gaps to fill. 
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a. Knowledge of how the healthcare system works 

b. Knowledge of how patients and caregivers think, and the ability to put oneself in their 
shoes (empathy and point of view) 

c. Knowledge of doctors’ offices, hospitals, other facilities and healthcare organizations 
function 

d. Knowledge of how insurance works, both for and against patients 

e. Health system navigation knowledge 

f. Knowledge of HIPAA basics  

g. Shared decision making skills and ability to manage expectations 

h. Medical billing, insurance claims and reimbursement systems knowledge 

i. Creative problem solving 

j. Research skills and good resources– for learning about diagnoses or treatment options, 
finding good professionals to work with and more 

k. Professionalism 

l. A solid commitment to, and understanding of customer service tenets 

m. Good telephone manners 

n. Be well-spoken 

o. Strong handshake (an air of confidence) 

p. Facilitation / Negotiation / bargaining/mediation skills for working with patients and their 
loved ones, or encouraging medical personal to see things your way 

 
Which ones did you circle?  If you circled some of these, like being professional, having a strong 
handshake, or being well-spoken, then this is just a step toward upgrading your behavior in business 
settings.  Ask someone you admire to tutor you in these finer aspects of business success. 

Other skills and knowledge points you can learn from taking classes or workshops, reading books, or 
just reading everything you can get your hands on, online.  For example, understanding the basics of 
HIPAA (privacy policy) or how the reimbursement system works (the ways doctors and facilities get 
paid) – both are information that is found in many places. 

If you circled more than two of three of these skills, then you’ll want to cover those gaps before you 
apply for an advocacy job or hang out your own shingle as a private advocate.  You can’t succeed 
without this knowledge. 

 

3.  Your Ethics and Allegiance 

In Chapter Four, we took at a look at the Allegiance Factor, conflicts of interest, and how that 
interfaces with advocacy and patients.   
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a. Do you understand the Allegiance Factor?      Yes   No 

b. Have you read the Health Advocates’ Code of Conduct and Professional Standards?  (If not, 
please do so now.) 

c. Are you invested in helping these tenets govern your work with patients?  If you answer no 
to this question, then please – don’t enter advocacy as a career. You would be doing other 
advocates no favor.  We don’t ever want to become the used car salespeople of healthcare. 

 

4.  Your Current Work Situation 

If you’ve made it through the questions to this point and are still enthused about advocacy – that’s 
great!  Now it’s time to determine what direction you’ll take your career based on the reality of your 
life right now. 

If you know already that you want to work for an employer (don’t care to, or aren’t able to start 
your own business) then you have reached the end of your questions.  You know what direction to 
take, so return to Chapter Five and get started! 

 
If you think you’d like to go into private advocacy, here are some questions that can help you 
determine if it’s a possibility for you: 

a. Do you need a regular paycheck?  Or can you live on irregular payments, when clients are ready to 
pay you?  If you can live with irregular payments, then go on to “b.” 

b. Do you have enough money in the bank to carry you for six months (or longer) without any 
income?  While some advocates find paying clients right away, others must do plenty of marketing 
to uncover people who are willing to pay them.   
 
“Pay them” is the key.  There are lots of people who need help, and lots of people who would like 
you to help them.  But too many advocates base their choice to go into business on how many 
people want help – vs – how many are willing to pay for help.  There is a huge difference. 
 
Further, the start-up costs to a business can take a real bite out of your bank accounts.  Part of the 
reality check here is that no banks or regular lenders are willing to lend money for a business, or 
business owner, who are untested.  If you want to borrow money, you’ll need to do so from 
yourself or your rich uncle. 
 
If you’ve determined that yes, you can carry yourself and your expenses for a while, then let’s 
move on to our next question. 

c. Let’s look at your business skills.  Like in Question 2, circle the skills you don’t feel competent in – 
this will identify the holes you need to fill: 

· Business planning experience including (these are a repeat from the business plan section)  
financial projections, budgeting, money management, tax filing, and cash flow 

· Basic bookkeeping skills (especially understanding tax deductions, tracking expenses) 

· Technology management (using a computer, using a smartphone, managing email, creating 
spreadsheets, word processing, webcasts, teleconferences, others) 
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· Record keeping, time tracking 

· Time management 

· Understanding insurance – both liability insurance for your business and how to work with 
your client’s health or disability insurance 

· Understanding the use of, and need for, business contracts, their clauses and provisions 
(legal) 

· Marketing; an understanding and steps toward implementation of marketing strategy and 
tactics to procure the clients who will pay you 

 
Chapter Four also contained a list of places you can get help with each of these aspects of 
business. 

If you circled more than two of these competencies, you will want to hang on to your day job 
for a while until you have developed them.   

d. Here is your last question to help you decide whether you can succeed in private, independent 
advocacy:  Can you ask for money and expect to be paid for doing your advocacy work? 
 
This one question stymies so many people. They are great advocates. They are able to accomplish 
a great deal while helping others.  In many cases, they tell me they’ve been advocating for friends 
and loved ones for decades.  They KNOW they can succeed in private advocacy!  …. But then…. 
When it comes time to ask for a signature on a contract with a client, and that involves outlining 
costs and asking for money…. Well….  They just can’t make that leap. 
 
Can you?  Because if you go into private advocacy, you will have to do so.  If you can’t picture 
yourself asking for money, and if you can’t actually do it – and follow through – and pursue money 
owed to you – then you will not succeed in private practice. 

 

That’s the final question to help you make your choice.  By now you should know just what direction 
to take for yourself, and whether or not it’s time to take the plunge. 
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These questions are taken from So You Want to Be a Patient Advocate?  Choosing a Career in Health 
or Patient Advocacy   Learn more at    https://diagknowsismedia.com/books/bpa/ 

 

 


